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SSC is a UK specialist in laser cutting for manufacturing and production. 

Additional services include press braking, laser scanning, CAD/CAM 

draughting and many other secondary operations. 



From June 2016 onwards, the Financial Times has 

reported that the value of the pound has fallen by 

approximately 15% compared to the euro and the 

dollar. 

This decline has led to the cost of imported consumer goods 

rising, but the benefit for UK metal manufacturers is that their 

products and services are now more competitive on the 

international stage. 

The lesson to learn here is that economic conditions will 

continue to fluctuate based on the uncertainty that Brexit will 

incur over the next several years.

In the meantime, the responsibility is on British 

manufacturing to continue to create an attractive proposition 

that will drive global exports for the national economy. 

Brexit continues to divide 
opinion throughout the 
British Isles. At this point, 
neither side has enough 
evidence to definitely 
declare their stance is 
correct.

Nevertheless, UK 
manufacturing must continue 
to make smart decisions to 
remain competitive with the 
rest of the world.
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Voting to leave the EU has given UK manufacturing an immediate boost driven by currency 

fluctuations, but more must be done to guarantee a stable future. Crucially, there are other 

ways in which British manufacturing can compete, as shown by the laser cutting industry.

This highly specialised form of precision engineering supports the UK’s £12.4 billion car industry and £9.5 billion 

steel industry by fabricating all manner of complex parts and components. Domestic laser cutting is integral to 

keeping those industries active in the UK.

Having the ability to meet the demands of clients is imperative for the success of your company when dealing 

with the manufacturing industry. With new and improved laser cutting technology available to them, 

manufacturers and fabricators are able to keep up with demand whilst producing high-quality, repeatable 

products. Using state-of-the-art technology is vitally important if you want to stay ahead of the competition and 

have the capability to handle an ever-widening range of projects. 

The industrial importance of laser cutting is driven by an ability to melt materials in a localised area while 

maintaining complete control through CNC technology. And the precision of laser cutting has only continued to 

improve since the introduction of fibre lasers, that began to succeed CO2 lasers in 2010 and tube lasers, which 

have given designers even greater opportunities to improve products and manufacturing capabilities.   

Fibre lasers are designed to channel and amplify light through fibre optic cables before using a lens to focus the 

light on the material being cut. Typically, a fibre laser will be two to three times more energy e�cient than a CO2 

laser when using the same power. 

Fibre technology has 

revolutionised laser cutting by 

raising e�ciency, reducing 

energy consumption and 

cutting costs. Fibre also makes 

it possible to cut aluminium, 

brass and copper without issue.
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Laser cutting can neatly perform those 

actions while also giving a far neater 

edge quality than that of other thermal 

cutting techniques. It also gives 

designers and manufacturers extreme 

flexibility to produce parts that can mate 

together easily through using tab and slot 

techniques

Every year that passes yields innovation 

for the laser cutting industry. The fact 

that this cutting process can deliver 

anything from simple to complex parts in 

small to large batches – all without 

requiring surface finishing – is truly 

remarkable.

UK metal manufacturers of all sizes can 

benefit by partnering with laser cutting 

sub-contractors to utilise this highly 

e�cient technology. 

 

There are numerous benefits to using 

laser cutting in metal manufacturing. 

Ultimately, laser cutting will o�er greater 

precision compared to other cutting 

methods.

The process begins by creating a digital 

design that will be uploaded to the laser 

cutting machine using a CAD file. A 

computer program is then able to 

precisely guide the laser in making the 

exact cuts and holes needed.
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Today, the evolving nature of the UK economy calls for new 
approaches to help manufacturers support one another. For 
instance, some British metal manufacturers are left trying to 
find new alternatives after being priced out of importing parts 
and components. 

Meanwhile, there are smaller-scale manufacturers creating highly specialised, niche products 

that can command higher margins for their branding and quality. Laser cutting can assist both 

camps by delivering a service that can improve the repeatability of parts and help to ease 

assembly times. 

For smaller manufacturers, it is integral that they remain agile and responsive in the currently 

changeable environment. At the same time, their challenge is also to find ways of improving 

their products and to di�erentiate from cheaper, unbranded alternatives that are competing 

from foreign markets.

The clear solution is for those manufacturers to partner with laser cutting sub-contractors. 

This would enable the brightest small enterprises in Britain to outsource production to 

contractors with state-of-the-art technology and production techniques. Smaller companies 

simply cannot a�ord to tie up vital capital in such costly endeavours, but they can outsource 

to improve their products.
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          My customers see the value in my specialised, niche products 
and are prepared to pay for them being made in Britain. 

Our focus is now about staying nimble, quick to respond and being creative. It is definitely 

not about owning large pieces of capital equipment with finite capacities, which are, frankly, 

under-utilised in my business.

What I need to succeed in the modern environment is a business that can design amazing 

products and manufacture them to the highest quality. 

I can easily outsource powder-coating, laser cutting, pressing etc. We outsource to 

companies that invest regularly in high-capacity, highly accurate, very expensive plant that 

needs to be worked hard and long to make the repayments, and train and retain the skills of 

their personnel. 

This gives my seasonal business the opportunity to flex our capacities according to demand 

fluctuations without building wasteful inventory. We design to the latest and highest 

tolerances we demand from our grateful and excellent suppliers. Our suppliers have massive 

capacities so that we can respond together to our customers’ unreasonable demands.

Austin Jarrett, Allett Mowers 



For further information on 

SSC Laser’s wide range of laser 

cutting services, please go to:

www.ssclaser.co.uk/

or call our HQ on 

01889 270241

Automotive and steel were highlighted earlier, but other prospective industries 
would be aerospace, defence, electronics, construction, retail and many more. 
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There are many British industries that can benefit from 
outsourcing the production of their specialised parts to a 
laser cutting company.

Making a capital investment in setting 

up laser cutting operations can cost 

millions of pounds. But partnering with 

a sub-contractor can make this

incredible technology accessible for 

metal manufacturers all over the 

country.


